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We derive in th?s paper the classification up to isotopy cd the incompressible surfaces in 
hyperbolic 3-manifolds which fiber over the circle with fiber a once-punctured torus. From this 
classificqticn it follows that most of the 3-manifolds obtained by compactbfying these bundles 
via a circle at infinity are closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds which contain 1~0 incompressible surfaces, 
i.e., are not Haken manifolds. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Qass.: 5SA25,55A99 
incompressible surface Haken manifold 
In spite of the major role which incompressible surfaces play in 3-manifold 
top(kgy; there have &en rather few 3-manifulds for which the isotogy classification 
of inampressibie su~&zes h&s kn worked out xzompletely, Before Thurston’s 
am~ysis n 1977 of tke figure-eight knot complement [S], it appears that the only 
cases ~known were Seifertqfibered manifoJds and, more generally, graph raanifolds 
[‘& 81. (Also, the fact that in a torus bundle with hyperbolic monodromy the fiber 
is the only incompressibl*surface WBS surely know&.) Generalizing the figure-eight 
knot wmplement, xhe n+xt examples treated were a&bridge knot complements [3]. 
In the present pap, we <generalize the figure4ight knot cornpfement in another 
direction, to the, pus.&urcEf-torus bundles with hyperbolic monodromy. This has 
also been done independently by CuUer-Jaco-Rubinstein [Z]. 
Our techniques are much the same as in [3], though the details are quite a bit 
simpler in the prewnt case, refk the fact that the nu.mber of incompressible 
ifolds considered h:zre. Thurston’s original 
different: to analyse 
complement. Hn an 
A punctured-torus bundle A&, over s’ is determined by a monC&omy matrix 
Q determines a homeomorphism of the torus T’ = 
” 0 45 TZ, hence also a home~mo~phi~ Bp: IP -{O} 
whose map:ging torus is ~44~. For notational convenience we shaN 
between the 9pen manifold tclr* and its natural compactification bt 
a boundary torus; context shoulld make clear special 
cases, we shall restrict ourselves 
passing that according 
exactiy when rip is hyperbolic. comple- 
ment occurs as A& for 
2 1 
Q 
=1 1’ [ 1 
the simplest hyperbolic Q. 
In both stating and proving our results we shall make heavy use, 85 in 133, of a 
certain very classical “Diagram of PSL(2, E)” (see Fig. 1). If we view the hyperbolic 
plane H as the upper half plane of 6, bounded by the circle a## =Ru{@, then 
the Diagram of PSL(2, Z) has as its vertices the points of Qu{l/O} c i?H and its 
edges the gclldesics in H with endpoints the pairs a/b, c/d such that ad -be = *I. 
It is an elementary fact that no two of these geodesics cross each other, and that 
they determine an ideal triangulation of 4% (An id& triangle in H has its vertices 
on aH.) SL(2, L) acts on H v aH via its quotient PSL(2, )f ti as Mabius 
transformations, which are hyperbolic isometrics of RTI This action takes the Diagzarn 
(Fig. 1) to itself, since the determinant condition ad - be = St 1 is peserved+urader 
multiplication by elements of SL(2,X). The action is transitive on edps (E 9 t&es 
the edge joining C/ 1 and l/O to the edge joining b/a and Q/c), and in fact, P!%&, 
is the-group of al1 combinatorial symmetries of the Di 
orientation of H. The action of pSL(2, to an action of 
)/*I on the Diagram hyperbolic kxnetiea, including 
cause its point with 
Fig. 1. Diagram of Psi(2, ,I:. 
Q-invariant polygonal path in the Diagi-sm. Incompressibilit>r t!wn can bz xanslated 
into very restrictive conditions on this ysth; for %QAll+_, =-+~p it lies 
Diagram. 
Here ‘is the main (The smooth category surfaces Sc: Mp 
are always properly = XSJ 
Theorem 1.1. If Q is hyperbolic, then a connected, arientubb, incompressible, a- 
incompressible mrface in A& is isotopic to exactly one of: 
(a) the periphWz1 twus aM*, 
(b) die fiber T2 -(Q), 
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To define the surface SY asso&at& to a q&variant edppth y (minim4 or 
not) in the Diagram, let . 8 4 tl-&q, dzO/S;ol uiJblj.. ,‘be the successive vertices of 
7, with q(aJbi) = ai+&+lr for all L Cotlsid%t a saddie embdded in 8 cube (see 
Fig. 2). Deleting the four vertical edges of this cube and identifying opposite lateral 
Fig. 2. 
fwuw! AC &a m.h\a ..;AlA- * T2 - (0)) x 1, containing this same saddie surface. The two 1UbVJ Vl l llb LUl.JG grcrus \ 1 
bottom edges of the surface are two parallel lines of slope 0 in ( T2 = {O}) x 0, while 
the top edges tire of slope a~. Applying in each level (T2 -(O}) x t the linear 
homeomorpbism 
bi b,+l Li 1 Qi+l 
of T2 - (0) yields a saddle Si whose bottc>m edges have slope aJbi and whcse top 
edges have slope ai+l/bi+l. Let .eT c (T* - (0)) x R be the surface which is Si in the 
slab (T*-{O})X[i/k,(i+l)/k], the two arcs of 2?q[(Tx{O})xi/k] having siope 
a,/h, for each i. By construction &, is invariant under the map @(x, t) = (q(x), ti- 1) 
of ( T2 - (0)) x W, and thus determines a surface $/@ in /T* -{O}) x R/t@ = Mcp. One 
can easily see that 5?.,, isorientable, while &,/@ is orientable if and only if k is even. 
We set 
s, = &I@ if k even, 
aA@,/@) if k odd 
where /‘+I($/@) is a tubular neighborhood of &/@, so that S,, zs the orientable 
if k is odd. As we shall show, S, is incompressible if and 
Next we describe the behavior of (o-invariant minim 
Since is hyperbolic, it acts XI PI as tra~slatiu~ 
Fig. 3. 
(Qlr . . . , ~22~) isclearly an invarial.rt of the conjugaq class of q in PCL(2, 
fact a complete invariant, since IGL(2, ) is the full symmetry group of the Diagram, 
as mentioned earlier. As a representative of the conjugacy class corresponding to
the cycle (~“1, . . . , ~2~) om can choose 
the sign being the sign of the eigenvalues of q. (This sign is precisely what is lost 
in passing from GL to BGL.) 
1-a 1.3. A minimai edge-path inwwiant under p must lie in the strip &. 
This is fairly evident, but we shalt give a proof later. Obviously, q-invariant 
minimal edge-paths in & can involve only the heavily shaded edges which form 
the large triangles, and they must pr0a:c.d monotonically from left to right. The 
number of such edge-paths i clearly dir&e. For example, for 9 = [: :I, Xv has the 
form shown in Fig. 4. k’he only invariant minimai edge-paths here are the two 
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Table 1 below gives ome topological information about S,: the Euler characteris- 
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m (S,) of these boundary circles with respect to some choice of coorclinates on the 
torus aM, in which the fibers have slope 00. (A different choice of coordinates can 
change these s!opes all by an integer or by a sign) The numbers & and R are the 
numbers of vertices of y, in one full period, at which y turns left or right, respectively; 
equivalently, these are the numbers of vertices of 7 on each of the two borders of 
C, in each period. 
In particular, MS,) is always 2 or 4. So the only orientable incompressible, 
&incompressible surface with a single circle as boundary is the fiber T2 -{O}. It 
follows by well-known arguments hat the group ~0 diff(A&) of ditieomorphisms 
of MW modulo isotopy can be computed by restricting attention to diffeomorphisms 
which are fiber-preserving and linear on each fiber. Thus no diff(M*) is N(p)/(p), 
where (q) is the subgroup of GL(2, E) generated by Q and N(Q) is the normalizer 
of (Q) in GL(2, Z?. The &-quotient N(Q)/(Q, *I) can be desctibed neatly in terms 
of the Diagram of PSL(2, Z): it is the symmetry group of the triangulated cylinder 
&/Q. (This symmetry group contains acyclic or dihedral subroup of index at most 
two.) Also, one can easily see which surfaces S,, are equivalent under diffeomorph- 
isrns of A&,, namely, those whose y’s are equivalent under N(q). 
Proof of Lemma 1.3. To conclude this introductory section we give a proof of the 
lemma, that a Q-invariant minimal edge-path y must lie in &,. If ye&, then for 
some edge e in the border of &,, y has an edge in the component C of H -ii&, 
bounded by e. It cannot be the case that some infinite half-segment of y (i.e., all 
edges after, or before, some edge of y) lies entirely in CT, since all the translates 
of c by powers of Q arts disjoint, and y is Q-invariant. I-Ience some finite segment 
c of y enters and 1eavz.s C at endpoints of e. We may filter C by finite subcom@exds 
Ci, where CO is the trkngle containing e, Cl is obtained by adding the two triangles 
of C bordering CO, C; is obtained by adding the fowr trian es bordering &Irr and 
2w J5ta&mBib _ /.- ., hiP=~ 
omorphism of the compact qmnected surface F, and let 
~ilssoc$a&qd +@lq; Wqwppose F &i9*,-.P2, D’. Then Mw - aM, 
xqwr, makiqg A& irredutible. tit S c?. Mw be an incompressible 
tric sense that every qircle on S bounding a disk in Mv -S 
abo tmmqis &disk in S, Weasourne~th+t no component of S is peripher~~l4sotopic 
to a subsurface of an/s,. After an isotopy of S we may assume: 
L 
0 * 
E&Ii component of a$ &her is transverse to all the fibers ob -ML,, or 
lies entirely in a fiber of Mw. 
By well-known techniques we shall prove: 
ptoposition 2.1. S can be isotoped, presekng (*), so that either all critical points of 
plS are saddles in S - 322, or S is a union of fibers of M,. 
Roof. We may suppose Shas been isotoped to minimize the number o,f components 
of the tiansverse intersection of S with a fiber F. of My, (preserving (*), always). 
If S n & = $9, then S is isotopic to a union of fibers of Mq, by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. An incompressible swfaw in a product F >r: I, disjoint from! F x aI and 
having no componenr’s which are per&Jaeral amnuli, is isotopic to a union of fibers 
F x(x}. 
With orientability hypotheses (which are not really neceisary) this follows from 
Lemmp 3.1 of [8]; in any case, the proof is an elementary exercise. 
So we may assume S n F. # 3. If we slplit open (M@, S) ah)ng Fo, we obtain a pair 
(F X I, S’) with S’ incompressible in F x I (otherwise there would be contractible 
circles in S A Fo, which could be eliminated by isotopy of S j. The projection p’ : S’ + I 
we may take to be a morse function with all critical points in S’ -as’, in distinct 
levels. Assuming there are Socal maxima or minima on S’, we shall zive a procedure 
for isotoping S” rel S’ n (F :< 81) to decrease the total number of these local maxima 
and minima. 
Suppose without loss that S’ has local maxima, and let m E S’ be the one oh’ these 
at the lowest level. Xn a level .F’* = F x {t} just below m, there is a disk Xt c Ft such 
that 
(i) XE n S’ ;== ax,, 
(ii) a& cuts off a subsurface S: from S’, m E S:, and Xf w S: bounds a product 
cobordism in .F x d (pinched at aX, = as:). 
The idea now is to let t decrease further, assumin 
c 8;; sati 0 i (ii). 
unless one of the fo~~uwing three situations occurs. 
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( 1) X, enmunteni; a saddle s c:f S’, say iti the level Fi;;; We r@a& &’ in: tW&&iiiar 
way as a I-hamile h attached at its tvrto “ends” to S’ RF&+*, wi& one or both ends 
on aX,.+,. There art: three possibMiex 
(a) h projects inside Xb+*. Then tie foli~wing steps produce an isotopy of S’ 
decreasing the number of its lo& maxima and minima, Fifst, &wkope Sb+, ~1 its 
boundary down to .&-,+r. Then t?Ie core am of iFa_ projects-\rp~to an-iuo cy;CS’& 
and there is a disc .D e: I;: X I, D R S” =r @D, tith -dD %h@‘u&ti of tt ,~~tid the COE 
WC of h. Hence there is a disc D’ c S’ tith a.D’ = UP. ls&~p~ S’ by mOv@ D’ to 
P). Now the part of the resulting S’ contained in the original X&@ can be pushed 
x 
back up above the level &,+, so as to make the projection.to ia a. rnQrse function 
with only one local maximum on it and no locai minima. This process has decreased 
the total number of local maxima nd minima on S’ sinl3e D’ had to’ciain a4ocal 
minimum below F,,,, (see Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. 
(b! h projects outside Xb+E. and has only one end on ax,,,. Then we can push 
s:,+. db>wn tolie just above FtO+e and cancel s and ptl in the usual way (see Fig. 6). 
(c) h projects 
exists a subsurface 
with h attached. 
Fig. 6. 
outside &+, and has both ends on aX,+,. Then Jearly there 
x G,,--e = Jo-. satisfying (i) and (ii), Topologically, Xh-@ is X&f= 
(2) .Yf encounters ;g locai miRimu~ of 
Zhandle h2 attaching to 8X@+, o we see that h2 must project o&id 
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(3) A bcbundary circle o Xt appr~a&es aboundary &,@, ,C of S” in .a level 10,. 4 ../ 
In thk cam we can eliminate -m (and. any other local &&ma or minima in SiO) by 
” fi*-~ti~ l!&~&m to X0, thm gmdhg it bkkup siightly gio that p’lSiO is a 
rWrset fuWt&m (SkB as:, - C, ,C) +v([@; e ]; 0, tc) hati@g anly ~~‘tdles, 
If iteratiqof the preceding Isiteps does not de-w&e number of Eocal maxilna 
a~@ miinima of S’, then we reach the level t +f 0 ‘iv&h X4. sastisfying (i) snd (ii). If 
X0 = F, then S’ n& =$!l, a case previously considered* If XO @ I;l then we could 
decrease the number of comptienbj of S nFo ‘by isotoping S& ta X0 asad a little 
beyond, thereby removing aSC, from S n&, contrary to h.ypothesis. Cl 
prcood. First S can be isotoped in the usual way to eliminate all trivial circles of 
S n F,. Then we a perform 8 sequence of “peripheral surgeries” on S to eliminate 
any remaining circles of Sn FO one by one (see Fig. 7). The result is a sequence 
Fig. 7. 
of surfaces SO = S, SIP , . , , S,, with S,: A & = fk It iti, easy to see thar S4 incompresdbk 
implies Si+l i~omp~ressible, since a candidate fcr :a compressing disc for Si+l can 
be pushed sway from the region where the su ry was performed. By Lem 
2.2, S* consks of fibrs of Mw, up to isotupy, plus possibly sume peripheral annuli. 
Let Sk be thti last Si. in the sequence which has tMs form, a% fibers anrd 
annuli, Xf k > 0, then S k-1 is obtained from Sk by ‘~p~riphera~ly tubing” two 
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. 
Let F be a torus with an open disk removed. We first ret some elemeqMry 
facts about curve systems 0x3 F (CO~pCt LIWifOldS C CF With C ~?iN=MZ). 
A circle on F has one of three tp: \ , 4‘ ; 
- trivial: bounding adisk in F ” 
- peripheral: isotopic to dF 
- essential: representing a non-zero class in Hi(F). 
Pf an essential circle represents *(a, h) e HI(F), with respect o a basis for Hi(F) 
chosen once and for ah, we call b/a E 42 w {l/Q} the slope of the circle. (This does 
not depend on a choice o f orientation for the circle.) Similarly, an arc 00 F (with 
ends on aF) ca- La IA us sf i-ii/o types: 
- peripheral: isotopic to an arc in 3F (keeping en& on aF, of murse) 
- essential: representing a non-zero class in Hs(F, W) = HI(F), 
Again, an essential rc has a well-defined slope in Q u { 1 !O}. An essential circle or 
arc is determined up to isotopy by its slope. 
If a finite system of disjoint essential circles and arcs on F contains any circles, 
these circles must all have the same slope, and any arcs in the system must also 
have this same slope. If the curve system has no circles, just essential arcs, then 
these arcs can have at most three different slopes, which must form the vertices of 
a triangle (or edge, in the case of just two slopes) in the Diagram of PSL(2, Z). 
(To see this, one can first by a homeomorphism of F take all the arcs of the first 
slope to parallel meridians on F, (slope l/O) then by a further horneomorphism, 
fixing these meridians, take all the arcs of a second slope to parallel ongitudes 
(slope O/ 1). Any essential arcs disjoint from all these meridians and longitudes 
must hen have slope *l.) 
In any case, a system of disjoirf tissential circles and arcs is determined up to 
isotopy by the numbers of circles and arcs of each slope. To a curve system on E 
having ni curves (circles or arcs) of slope ai/bi we associate the point in the Diagram 





where (UJbi) dencdes the vertex labelled Qi/bi* This definition applies also for curve 
systems containing inessential curves, simply by ignoring any such curves, except 
of course if the system consists en irely of inessential curves. 
J values, n&&y the saddles of-S 
then’ change on1 y
‘from --a~ to +QO, the 
ltce of S, (Ai 1 i E t), where by definition 
hiit1 # & f&all L Since ig ~kibyperbol*xc, it leaves no finite subset of the Diagram 
invariant, hence the A-sequence must be infinite. 
We can now easily dispose of the case that the components of 8 he in fibers of 
MIp (including the case i?S = 0). Under this hypothesis each transverse intersection 
s n Ft contains only circles. As i;; varies through a fiber I!& containing asaddle of 
s, the curve system hFb-, changes to another curve system s nF,+, whose 
projection into F._-8 can be isotoped to be disjoint from s nI$,-E. (Near the sad&e 
such a disjunction isotopy clearly exists; to extend to the rest of ?? nF,+, all one 
needs is that 3 be 2-sided, to determine awell-defined irection in which to push 
the projection & $ A&+, off $ nF,-,. ) Since disjoint essential circles on the 
punctured torus must have the same slope, we c\onclude that the h-sequence of S 
would be constant, acontradiction. 
So now we may assume i3S is noneer&yty and consists of circles transverse to the 
fibers of Me. There can be no peripheral circles in any transverse intersection Z? c &, 
since this would force peripheral .arcs, previously ruled out. By Proposition 2.1, 
we may isotope S to eliminate all non-saddle critical points of the projection 3+ R. 
It follows that no transverse intersection $n Ft can contain a trivial circle, since 
such a circle would bound a disk on $ which wou1.d have to have a local minimum 
ojt maximum in its interior. Nor can there be any essential circles of a transverse 
intersection 8 nF, For if there were, some saddle (f-handle) would have to have 
at least one end attached to this essential circle (the h-sequence isnot constant). 
Examining the small number of possibilities for such a saddll.5, one sees that after 
piassing through the fiber containing the saddle,, srp Fr would have to contain a 
trivial &cle or peripheral arc (see Fig. 8) 
Fig. 8. 
:In fact there is just one admissible position for sx saddle, up to f&x-preE;ervia 
isotopy: it must join two arcs of the same slope a/b and be disJcr& kom any other 
fI? or second slope c/d whi ht b!B pr$%W&* (We: Fig. 9). .RW,* a
an arc to itself would yield e t&M citi~ & ,-bQth en& of the 
ddte attached to the same side of oh@ arc) or a nonc%iqntabl;e: surface (in the 
oppo&e case); while a saddle joinin twa WCI~ of difFereat slopes would yield a 
peripheral arc. 
Fig, 9. 
Thus in passing asaddle4, A (FI) changes from the point [m(a/b) + n(c/d)]/~~f + n 
to [(m -2)(a/b)+(n +2)(c U)]/pn +n. Both m and n must be even, for otherwise, 
after passing more saddlea we would trventually reach the impossible case WI =i 1. 
As a result, we see that s’ crsnsists ofsome number of paraM copies gf the surface 
3, defined in the IntroducGon, for so:.ne p-invariant &geqqtth y. The surf&~ S 
then lies in a tubular neighborhood N(@@) of &,/oP such that the projection 
N (s,! QE) + $/ @ restricts to a covering map S -QI &f 9?11 If S is connected this covering 
must be either l-1 or 2-1. depending on whether N(&/@) is 8 product or not, 
Hence S is isotopic to the surface S,,. 
If there were back-tracking in the A-sequence, i.e., Ad++2 = Ai (fAl+1), then the 
two saddles Si and &+I changing Ai to A 1+1 and hi+2 could be isc?topd to Tie in the 
same fiber (see Fig. 10). But then if s i+.l is moved before $4 in the sequence, it
becomes asaddle not of the admissible type. Similarly, if Ai and Ai+2 lay on two 
es of one trian e of the Diagram, with Ai+1 at the common vertex of 
i+r 
cwld put the tW0 relevant caddies and sl..+ 1 in to on 
e, +I becomes an in~ld~iss~~b~e saddl if it is put beflore sc 
Fig, 11. 
Thus we have shown that S can be isotoped so that its compon:nts are para\\M 
copies of the surface SW for some p-invariant minimal c$+path y, Note that this 
is enough already to deduce Corollary 1.2. 
It remains to show thiat if y is minimal, then S,, is ~ncompressibIe and d- 
incompressible, and y is invariant under isotopy of S,,, Consider the followin 
properties of the surface S,: 
(i) The intersection of $, with each non-critical fiber Ft contains no peri@eral 
arcs, 
(ii) Each circle of intersection of& with a non-critical fiber Fl boufidf a disc on 
& 
(iii) The h-sequence of $,, traces out the: vertex sequence of the given minimal 
edge-path 7. 
We claim that #-(iii) are preserved by any isotopy of & (rel d&J. If this is so, 
the rest of ?‘!~eorem 1.1 foltows. For suppose Sr were compressibk. A compressing 
disc would lift to a disc D c );‘ x R with D r, & = MI. A small subdisc D’ can be 
isotoped to lie in a fiber I$ Shrinking D to D” extends to an isotopy of & to d\. 
Condition (ii) implies that 8D’ bounds a dlisc on &, so dD bounds a disc on $, 
and :thet image -of &D would bound a disc on FY. Thus S, is incompressible. Since 
S,, is not On annv’luti, it is trlso 6-inrcompressible. (In an irreducible S-manifold with 
torus boundary cargponents, an incompressible surface is elither d-incompressible 
rder a generic ikotopy of $. At. each time during this 
isatopy, the projection to R will be a morse function, except for the ftdlswin 
isolated phenomena (Bee, e
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preserved. We leave this tedious task to the reackr. (A .s@htly mqore genemr& 
argument at tlhis point is given in [3].) 13 
proot of Co~oUary 1.2. The universal cover CA! MT By = M, is @, so M-K is 
irreducible. ‘By Theorem 1. I, M -K has no incompressible, &incompressible 
annuli, and tale only incompressibIe torus is the peripheral tonrs. So by Thurston”s 
theorem [6j, !& Ras a complete hyperbolic structure‘of finite volume. Hence by 
Theorem 5.9 of [S], all but finbly many Dehn surge&~ on K give closed 3- 
manifold$r having hyperbolic structuresc 
On the other hand, since Mp has only finitely many connected orientable incom- 
pressible, &incompressible surfaces, up to isotopy, then only finitely many Dehn 
surgeries on 1C could yield closed manifoIds containing (closed) arientabIe incom- 
pressible surf aces. This Mows by a w e 1 I -k nown generul argument -see [sf or 
Chapter 4 of 151. Cl 
A different view of Mp and its incompressible surfaces 
In E;19 the incompressible surfaces in Mcp, 43 = [‘ :I, were analyzed in the following 
steps: 
(1) “Triangulate” the open manifold Me insa ideal tetrahedra (tetrahedra with 
their vertices deleted). 
(2) Rep-esent Mu as the mapping cylinder of a map T* + T2/r, where T identifies 
pairwise the 2-cells in a certain cell division of T2 = aM,. This cell division is dual 
to the triangulation of aM, induced by the ideal triangulation of Me in step (1). 
(3) Describe the incompressible surfaces in 131;p bydescribing the& intersection 
with the spine T2/7 or MP 
In this Appendix we shall sketch steps (1) and (2) for a general hypebalic (8, 
following Jorgensen, and then fit the surfaces & into the picture by describing+their 
intersection with the spine T2/7 of M& Presumably, one zould aIso prove the 
Theorem using this point of view. 
&p(l). Let . . . . T0,Tt,T2,..* nce of triangles meeting the line I in 
the Diagram .& PSL(2, Z), where rp( ‘I;:) +,,, for each i, Each ri determines a 
into two triangles, whose three edges have slaps 
0 a triangulation of IV, 
, and also under 180Q 
Ti = (1/0,0/l, -l/l) 
Fig. 12, 
to the layers. Deleting the vertices (Z2), we have a decomposition 2 of (R2 - Z2) x R 
into ideal tetrahedra because no vertex is cornyon to all the triangles Tj, hence no 
edge is common to all tQe triangulations &. K is invariant by the translations of 
Z2 in the first factor, so K lifts a dl:composition k of A& = ( T2 - (0)) x R into ideal 
tetrahedra, # in turn is invariant by @ (acting by q in T2 -{0} and by translation 
by m layers of tetrahedra in the lk direction), so we obtain a decomposition K of 
Mq = A&/@ into ideal tetrahedra. 
Stq (2). If we truncate the tetrahedra of K by chopping off their corners in a 
uniform way, we obtain a decomposition f the compact manifold Mw into truncated 
tetrahedra, with an induced triangulation L of the torus i9M,. E lifts t,o triangulations 
i of the infinite cyclic cover aA& and L” of the universal cover 3Mq = R2. These 
triangulations can be described very neatly, as follows. Let F1 c R” be the horizontal 
strip 64 x [ j, j + 1). We triangulate 90 by the triangles Ti, in the same way that the 
‘If’s triangulate the strip Ui Td in the diagram of PSL(2, Z), and we relable these 
triangles Tro. This triangulation of FO determines triangulations of all the other 
q’s by successive r flections across the edges of these strips. ‘Ihe triangle of $j 
corresponding to TAO we label Tip ‘his triangulation of R2 is periodic under the 
vertical translation V(x, y) = (x, y + 2) and the horizontal translation H which takes 
Til to C,i+,,. 
Example Al. Let 
See Pig. 13, 




To Gee this, consider the ith layer of ideal tetrahedra in .-Z2) x kg Trtmmtim 
yields four boundary triangles around each ideal vertex (MS Fig, 114), ?%e.vetii~~ 
of these boundary triangles correspond to edges of the ideal tkrahedra of &, 60 
Fig. 14. 
each vertex has associated toit a slops in 63 u {I/@. The four triangles of this cycle 
have as their dopes the slopes of Ti altr,d T;++ alternately. Lifting to the univmal 
cover $mw we rjee an infinite cycle of alternating triangles (see Fig. 15). Eie lower 
faces of the given layer of tctrahedra meet the cycle of four triangles in a cycle 
cl c dA& of the six edges. The six vertices of ci are labelled by the dopes of the 





The triangulation L of hMT The cycles CO,...‘cgz C6 = CO 
To obtain a spine for MV we can simultaneously collapse all the truncated 
tetrahcdra to their “spines”, where by the “spine” of a truncated tetrahedran we 
mean the subcomplex ofthe first barycentric subdivision of the tetrahedmn, wnsist- 
ing of those simplices not containing any vertices of the original tetrahedron. The 
collapse of the truncated tetrahedron toits “spine” is by projection from the original 
vertices (see Fig. 18). Each triangle of L, is thus subdivided into three quadrilaterals 
by adding the three edges joining its ba ycenter to the midpoints of its edges, These 
new edges form the dual cell division I? of L. 
Fig. 18. 
7 i]. See Fig. 19. The spine of Mrp is formed fman tM&, by 
identifying these quadrilateral cells in pairs, the two cells of each pair being 
contained in the same tetrahedron. The careful reader can check that this 
identfficatian is given by an involution 7 on the Wells on L* which sends a Z&cell 
pposite verti&s of V(e) 
Step (3). We have expressed Ma, as the mapping cylinder of the projection ai&, + 
WJT. LiftiQ~ to the cover ti+ = ( T2 x {O}) x R, this gives &, as tha mapping cylinder 
of the hftedCprojectioti ?I&, + a&&Y. The incompressible surfaces ST c && as we11 
as the fiber T2 -{O}, have the form of restrictions of the mapping cylinder to certain 
I-manifdds in a&&, invar$ant under E For ahe fiber this is clear: it is the mapping 
cylinder on any oft the edgebcycles & For a minimal edge-path y in one of the 
four horizontat iaAnite strips gf the triangujlation i, the surface & is the 
cylinder on a curve system eV c 3&“, obtained by the following two steps: 
mapping 
(i) BeIjin with the union of aNthe edbe-cycles Ei, which contain the edges el of 
y, perturbed slightly to be disjoint. This perturbation can be done equivariantfy 
with respect o +, as in the right diagramof IIg. 19. 
(ii) At eakh vertex tij of y and Jat the translate V(u,), switch the ro%ections of 
the four incoming arcs of the ebgelqucles in I(i) (see Fig. 20). 
This can also be dune Gequivariantly. 
E pie A4. Let 9 = [:O 3j. 5; Fig. 21. Or te car see that the mapping cylinder 
on e; 53 $7 as fcBllows* The ech have as their mapping cylinders 
(ii) at and V(q) effect surgeries 
a~~en~ng~ Fj+l is “surgered” to cornect it to I$z. The two surgeries on 
282 
Fig. 21. 
F,+ 1 connecting it to Fi and F j.+2 are disjoint, and have the effect Qf making ,Fi+l 
into a saddle connecting two arcs of s&e fj/qj in one fiber to two arcs of slope 
9, + 1/q, + 1 ir:. another fiber. This is just what SV does. 
The construction ofeY depends on an initial choice of one of the four ho,&ontal 
strips of i to contain y. Choosing instead an adjacent strip may yield a curve system 
(?? intersecting k* ’ In a different pattern. However, the associated mapping cylinder 
surfaces are isotopic, and in fact the curve systems e,, are i-equivariantiy isotopic. 
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